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TITLE: USA Toyz Announces Care Package Toy Bundles for Back to School and Holiday 
Shopping 
  
Subtitle: Save 20% on Brain Booster, Extreme Explorer and Glitzy Glamping gift sets for girls 
and boys 
  
  
START: August 7, 2019 (Bellevue, WA) – This month, back-to-school season is in full stride and 
early-bird holiday shopping is peaking over the horizon. To celebrate a new school year, USA 
Toyz, a robust online toy store, announced the launch of their new line of toy bundles. USA 
Toyz has taken their top selling toys and curated care packages that include 3 to 4 related toys 
that offer hours of entertainment for kids and their friends, and teachers. 
  
When it comes to gift ideas for kids, it can be difficult to know where to start. USA Toyz made it 
convenient for friends and family to pick out thoughtful, coordinated toys and gifts in one easy 
selection. And knowing that kids’ interests vary greatly they offer three bundles to choose from: 
Brain Booster, Extreme Explorer and Glitzy Glamping. 
  
With back-to-school in mind, the Brain Booster is a gift bundle to get kids back into the spirit of 
learning. The 4 STEM toys included can be gifted to kick off the school year, set up the kids’ 
playroom or for early childhood teachers and homeschoolers. 

Kids will encounter valuable STEM engineering and building skills with Boltz building toys 
and Quarks multilink connectors and spheres. Moosh! molding clay sensory toys are 
nontoxic, colorful, fluffy, easy to clean – and include 4 prehistoric dinosaur sand molds. 
Squish, dig, mold, repeat. All three sets come with a travel tub for easy storage and endless 
creative possibilities. Completing this educational bundle is the ever-popular world globe 
that doubles as a night light, showing the constellations. 
  
Regularly $125, this bundle of Brain Booster fun retails for $99.99 on USAToyz.com. 
  
Being in school all day can be confining for kids. When looking for an entertaining outlet for 
all that energy, USA Toyz assembled the Extreme Explorer Experience. With active kids 
and active imaginations in mind, this care package set includes Vox Box Walkie Talkies and 
Binoculars for these intrepid fun-seekers. Great for coordinating backyard missions or 
playing with friends, these exploration toys are the first thing to add to your playdate 
checklist. 

The included Rocket Ship Play Tent for boys and girls lets them have a blast or serves as a 
private play space after a stimulating school day. The tent is a cozy space for quiet learning, 
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reading, or just hanging with friends or plush animals. The Explorer toy bundle also comes 
with a space projector flashlight stocked with galactic imagery from across the Milky Way. 
And when it’s time to flip the lights off, this pack features 100 LED finger lights for tracing 
constellations or dancing in the dark. 
  
Regularly $88, the Extreme Explorer bundle of active toys retails for $69.99 on 
USAToyz.com. 
  
For anyone with an imagination on full throttle, the Glitzy Glamping kit is the make-believe 
magic missing from common core curriculum. The unicorn princess themed toys and 
accessories deliver the glamour and glitter. Start with the top selling unicorn tent, which 
makes a great headquarters for reading, writing, drawing, or all of the above. Next, bring in 
the princess parade for the most important unicorn toys of all - Unicorn Headbands! A pack 
of 7 unicorn horns for kids and adults lets everyone prance and strut while rocking some 
serious style. Layer on more style and fun with a treasure trove of 36 Jelly Glow Rings and 
100 Princess Party Supplies. These kids prizes, light up rings and goodie bag toys are quite 
the plum pile of party favors for home and the classroom. 
  
Regularly $85, the Glitzy Glamping bundle of unicorn princess toys retails for $67.99 on 
USAToyz.com. 
  
Don’t forget, back to school is not just for the students. Teachers are a huge part, often 
overlooked, at back to school time. Many teachers are preparing their classrooms on a 
limited budget or self-funded. All of the products included in the toy bundles can be used in 
the classroom for STEM learning, treasure box prizes, quiet play and making learning more 
fun. With a 20% discount from regular prices, these make great teacher gifts that give a 
warm welcome to new students, and stock the classroom with fun supplies that last for 
years. 
  
######## 
About Kaliber Global: 
Kaliber Global is a top-tier Amazon seller and the fastest-growing retailer in Washington State 
(Inc. 500, 2017).  They are a locally owned business based in Bellevue, Washington that 
specializes in Amazon seller management as well as growing their own private-label brands 
since 2012. 
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